About waste separation & recycling here at Snickarbacken
From the 1st of November 2017 the following applies for waste separation and recycling at
Snickarbacken.
Combustible trash and food waste can be disposed of in the green and brown bins in the garbage
rooms adjacent to our entrances. Waste separation/recycling is available in the cold garage
(ground floor).
Opening hours: 6–21 every day

Food waste
Food waste becomes bio gas and is sorted in brown paper bags. The bags are available for free in
the hallway to our community house (Sidensvansvägen 63) and in the recycling room in the cold
garage. Leave filled bags in the brown bins in the garbage rooms next to your entryway. The more
of your food waste that is being sorted like this – the cheaper it is for us.
If you feel uncertain on what to sort as food waste, read more on www.sorteramatresten.se,
and additional information is also printed on the brown paper bag.

Combustible trash
When you are sorting your trash the proper way, the only items that should remain are for example
diapers, dishcloths and similar items. Everything else can be recycled.
Its our goal to reduce this type of garbage to a bare minimum, since it’s not sorted and also means
higher costs for us.

Plastic packaging
All plastic can be sorted here, including styrofoam. You do not have to rinse out plastic packaging.

Smaller electrical waste
The recycling room has a carriage to put smaller electrical waste in. Only items that fit in the
carriage is acceptable to leave here. Larger items such as TV and washing machines you have to
carry away yourself.

Light sources
Next to the carriage for smaller electrical waste there are bins for different kinds of light sources.

Metal
In this green bin you can leave your tins, lids, metal tubes or aluminum foil. Metal objects other
than packaging should be left in the bins for bulky waste.

Batteries
Leave your batteries in the properly marked bin.

Colored glass/clear glass
It is possible to recycle both colored and clear glass in the recycling room. The bottles and cans
should be empty and without corks or caps. Corks should be sorted as burnable, metal caps should
be placed in metal.

Bulky waste
Do not leave building waste, garden waste, corrugated paper or electrical waste here. Only smaller
items that fit in the bins. Other things you must take yourself to Hagbytippen.

Paper packaging (bins are outside)
Fold or flatten the packaging. Only paper, no plastic in these bins. Corrugated paper, paper bags
and similar items can be left here.

Newspapers (bin outside)
Only leave newspapers, magazines, catalogs or loose papers here. No window envelopes!

